UCRL 660
The Berkeley synchrotron produces 322 Mev electrons as estimated f'ram the results of' this experiment. These electrons make x-rays by striking a 20 mil thick platinum target inside the qlll1Artz vacumn chamber of' the machine. The x-rays pass ~hrough 1.,5 to 2 em of quartz before reaching the air where practically all experiments are performed. This paper gives the energy distribution of' the x-rays as obtained from the measurement of the energy of' 3467 pairs produced in a 1 mil thick lead plate placed in the x=ra.y beam: from the synchrotron.
Apparatus
A 16-inch diameter Wilson cloud chamber with a magnetic field of' 10,000 gaU$S was placed in the x=ray beam from the synchrotron, with its center 88.5 feet from the 20 mil thick platinum target of the synchrotron. A six-inch thick lead collimator, 35 feet from the target 11 collimated the x-rays so that they formed a beam at the chamber approximately 6.5 inches wide end 1 inch high. The beam entered the chamber through a 5 mil aluminum window end passed through a vertical lead plate 1 mil thick across the center of' the cloud chamber. Electron-positron pairs were produced in the lead and the gas (a mixture of' half'
..
argon and half helium with water and ethyl alcohol for the vapor) of' the chamber.
Only those pairs produced in the lead plate were used in the data given below.
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~~:
The sy-nchrotron-:.gives e. pulse of Xaur~ys ~ix . . tim~·s a ·second which .···can be interrupted at slrl,.table intervals by changing the timing of the high voltage on the synchrotron injector so that it fires too late to produce a beam ..
Th~ procedure is to monitor the beam by means of a Zeus meter placed just out of the main beam. The beam is run steadily at some low value, interrupted for about a second before and after the pulse used by the cloud chamber. The timing sequence of the cloud chamber is synchronized with the x~ray signal in the following way. First the cloud chamber magnet is energized 0 reaching full field in 2.3 secon~ at which time a ready signal is given so that the next pulse of the synchrotron magnet sends a signal to expand the chamber" The expansion is delayed so that the x-rays from the following pulse reach the chamber just after the expansi ono The lights are flashed 0"035 to 0 0 045 second after the arrival of the beam" Two General Electric FT-22 flash tubes charged to 1700 volts with 250 microfarads of capacity each are used for illumination and the 127 em foeaJ.:~ cam9ralenses"VLW3 set at foB using Eastman Orthochromatic Linagraph film. Because of the early timing of the lights 8 it was necessary to open the leil,ses so as to give about four times the light usually required" This early timing and control of the temperature of the chamber to 0 0 1 degree centrigrade resulted in turbulence free pictures where the spurious radius of curvature was greater than 50 meters.
T., c. Merkle 11 Jr •• suggested that a mixture of a:rrgon and helium be used in the chamber for the following reasons" Argon gives a larger numbe:rr of ion pairs per em length of track than helium but has the disadvantage of a low heat conductivity and, therefore» takes a long time to reach thermal equilibrium., By mixing in equal amounts of helium, ·which has a heat con~ ducti vi ty some nine times greater than that of argon, the heat conductivity : ' UCRL 660 -6-of the mixture is four or more times greater and the waiting period necessary to achieve thermal equilibrium in this large chamber is reduced to 45 seconds.,
The tracks are much heavier than they would be with pure helium.,
Experimental Results
Te.ble I contains the exp~rimental data with Column 2 giving the number of pairs observed in the 10 Mev energy 1nter1TS.ls indicated in Colt1IX1+1 lo Column 3 .. for an infinitely thin target was c:aloul~ted by R., Christian following the
Bethe..,Jlei tler e bremsstrahlung theory using a Thomas= Fermi model for the atom., The theoretical dif.f'erenti~l energy spectrum for an infinitely thin target produced by electrons of 322 Mev energy is given in Column 2 of' Table   II ., This spectrum is modified by the th:i,.ckn.ess of the target as the result of the following process., First the original electrons lose energy by radiation so that their original energy is lowered and the x-rays produced by them farther along in the target vd 11 show a lower aver~e energy., This ---lowering in energy would be more marked "'ere it not for another effect which there.f'ore 9 these quanta will be absorbed in passing through the remaining three quarters of the target., Only about 10 percent of' the quanta are absorbed in ~he target. and the 'absorpt~on coefficient changes by only twelve percent from 40 Mev on up., The correction is practically a constant one and reduces the ilitensi ty almost uniformly by ten percent., The spectrum l"e~ml ting after all these ~orl"ections is given in to assume a pair production ~ross section for thex-rays in the lead plate and to make e~ necessary corrections for the passage of the x-rays through the quartz wall of the vacuum chamber and the 8S.,5 feet of air between it and the cloud chamber., The pair production cross section for x-rays in lead was taken from the curve for lead in Heitler 1 and is given relative to the cross section at 190 Mev in Column 3 of Table I ., The pair production cross section for lead was measured by J. L., Lawson5 for 88 Mev x-rays and was found to be 31.,3 barns instead of the theoretical value of 34.,9 :J?arns or lower by eleven percent than the simple theory at 88 Mev., G., D., Adams 6 measured an absorption coefficient for lead at 19.,1 Mev which was 9.,6 percent lower than experiment and R., L., Walker 7 finds it 9.,8 percent lower at 1'7 .,6 Mev. Both of these experiments indicate that the cross section for pair production is lower for lead but lower by nearly the same amount from 1'7 Mev up to 88 Mev., This difference can become appreciable here only if the ratio of the cross sections changes with-e:nergy. and since there is no evidence that this occurs 11 no correction has b13en made.
The one mil thick lead plate is sufficiently thin so that the probability that a particle produced in the iead will radiate before leaving the lead is ver.y smell., Only 0.,2 percent of the particles will radiate mc1re than 40 per-
cent of their energy., The absorption of the x-rays by the quartz and the air amounts to 13 percent of the incoming x-:rays and is practically unifonn over the entire spectrum., The total cross section for 88 Mev x-rays for aluminum as measured by J., L. is ~ol03 barnso This is a good indication that_the theory gives the correct result for light elements and tha-t no large error would result from calculating the absorption of the q\18.rt~ and the air betwe·en ·the target and the chamber from theory' especially since the maximum percent absorption in the neighbor-
heod of 300 Mev amounts to only 15 percento In the quartz and the air between the target and the lead plate in ~he cloud chamber there are 2 0 7 gr/cm2 of oxygenm lo 7 ycm2 of silicon and 2 0 5 g/cm. 2 of nitrogeno The effect of the argon in the air and the chamber plus the 5 mil aluminum window on the chamber is neglectedo Using the cross sections given by Heitlerl for the nucleaJr pair production plus the c:r.oss section for th~ pair production due to the electrons.
plus the Campton scattering cross section, the percentage of the x~rays trans= mi tted is found "to be 87 percent from 30 Mev to 204 Mev 9 88 percent at 15 Mev, and 86 percent at 300 Mevo 'l:his has no observable effect on the energy dis= trl bution of the x-rayso
In order to be sure that hig:tler energy x~rays absorbed in the quartz and air were not producing secondary quanta which would distort the spectrum at lower energies, the electrons entering tfte chamber with the x=ray beam were counted for a few pictures taken without magnetic fieldo The secondary quanta in the beam should be comparable in number 11Vi th the secondary electrons accompanying the beam 0 There were 16 electrons accompanying the beam. for every pair produced in the le acl plateso Since about 4000 photons are necessary to produce one pair, the secondary quanta for.m a negligible fraction of the X=ray beamo
The theoretical differential energy spectrum given in Column 3 of Table II for a 20 mil thick platinum target drops: to zero at energies above that of the electrons in the synchrotrono If there is an errol" in mee.surement of the energy of the pai:r:s, this Will change the shape of the theoretical curve making it less steep and extending it above this energyo The random experimental errors were estimated to give a probable terror of' 2.,5 percento Actually the UCRL 660
errors arise from the fact that the templates used to mateh curvatures8 are about four percent apart in radius 9 and the error due to multiple scattering of the particles in the gas amounts to about one percent.,
Although the errors
arising froni the templates are not. gaussian but cut off more rapidly 0 ' they were assumed to be gaussian.. The theoretical differential energy spectrum 0 modified so as to correspond to one observed with a probable error of 2., 5 percent 0 is given in Column 5 of Table TI .,
The average angle between the direction of the incoming photon and the pair fragments is of the order of the energy of the photon di vi dad by the energy of the electron; and since this is very sm8.U above energies of 20 Mev I) the pair fragments lie very nearly in the same plane which il!!l v·ery newrly pe:rpen= d.icular to the direction of magnetic field., As a consequence of this 9 no correction forl~ angles is necessary above 20 Mev such as was nece~sary in the eneirgy spectrum obtained by Koch and Carler 9 flrcm ·19.,15 Mev electrons.,
The first point on the energy spectrum curve disagrees markedly with theory both because no correction was made for these angles and because electrons \.
with energies less than 1 M.ev were easily missed because of their very great curvature., Figure 2 shows a typical cloud chamber photograph with seven pairs coming out of the lead. and one pair produced-in the· gas just above the lead., were measured twice by independen~ observers, a systematic error of a size sufficient to raise this error seems unlike::J,y ..
The conclusion is that the electron energy of 322 Mev as determined by the measurements made in the cloud chamber is probably accurate to two percent and is a better value than the 335 Mev estimated -from magnetic measurements on the synchrotron.. '
The Energy of the Electrons in the S~chrotron,
In order to be able to compa;re theory with experiment it is necessary first to determine the energy of the electrons in the synchrotron.. As shown above the cloud chamber measurement of the pair spectrum gives a better estimate of this than ~he magnetic field measurements made on the synchrotron if a satisfactory way can be devised for treating the pair spectrtnn to obtain the energy of the electrons.. This compa.ri son was made in the following way., First the theoretical differential,energy spectrum adjusted to account for. a 2.5 percent random probable error in the measurement of the energy given in Column 4 of Table II 
